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Paper titled “Methods of Corn Production in an Edmonson County Community” in which Katie Jaggers charts the history of corn harvesting by traditional means, such as using mules, shovels, wagons, and A-harrows, up through the current practice of employing highly-tech machinery. Paper is based on information collected by Jaggers from two brothers, Edgar and Harry Thompson, who resided in Lindseyville, Kentucky. Collection also includes color photos and descriptions of traditional farming machinery.

1 folder. 13 items. Typescript, photos.
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Agricultural machinery and implements – Edmonson County – Photos
Corn – Edmonson County
Corn – Harvesting – Edmonson County
Corn – Machinery – Edmonson County
Jaggers, Katie Thompson (Interviewer)
Thompson, Edgar, 1914?-2000 (Informant)
Thompson, Harry (Informant)
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